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There is no legal technology specifically designed to
assist in delivering litigation services to the risk
industry. How do we know? Because Hermes Law has
gone through two digital transformation efforts in its
six years of existence. It has scoured the legal
technology landscape each time, looking for a product
to help it deliver its services of defense work for the risk
industry.
Most recently, it had to purchase, integrate, and highly
customize three different software products to arrive
at something even close to what was needed.
Hermes Law continued the search as it contemplated
whether to be a collaborating partner with ClaimDeck
in developing a software product for delivering its
services. Having confirmed the lack of a tech solution,
Hermes Law helped design ClaimDeck. Hermes Law
and its clients benefit from how ClaimDeck brings
technology to the delivery and consumption of legal
services for the risk industry.

The delivery of litigation services to the risk industry,
while rewarding in many ways, is also demanding.

Rules Galore:
There are rules galore to be followed. Some
from the process, some from the particular
clients, and some from the subject matter
involved. All require consistent, efficient and
accurate execution.
Communication & Collaboration challenge:
There is a lot of communication and
collaboration involved in every stage of a case.
Each communication needs to be tracked,
recorded and responded to.
Spreadsheets and to-do list overload:
The conditions are highly taxing and stressful
when we are left to our spreadsheets, “To Do”
lists, and memory.

ClaimDeck helps the
Hermes Law team meet the
demands of serving our
clients. It brings technology
to bear upon the complex,
deadline-driven, and
communication-intensive
litigation process.

A FEW KEY BENEFITS DRIVEN BY CLAIMDECK
FOR THE HERMES LAW TEAM AND IT'S CLIENTS
Compliance with the rules:
With many client guidelines and bordereau
requests, ClaimDeck enables Hermes Law to
achieve high performance via automated data
capture, alerts and reminders, all consistent with
client guidelines. In addition, performance is
visible, in real-time, to our clients.
Communication & Collaboration:
With features supplied by ClaimDeck such as
Messenger, Tasks list and Requests, we have
removed the admin burden on our paralegals
and attorneys to track and record
communications, amongst other things.
Staff retention:
With 1 in 5 lawyers planning a career change in
the next 5 years, job satisfaction is enhanced for
Hermes Law legal professionals through the use
of ClaimDeck.

Two key aspects of enjoying
our jobs are to be able to
perform at a high level and
to be appreciated for that
performance.

